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i've been on the hunt for a
stylus/pen that was previously
reviewed here. after putting it
through a couple of trials, i've now
come to the conclusion that this
one is a little bit heavier than the
original model and that the end
result is worth it. the pen has a very
soft nib and a matte finish. my first
impressions have changed a little
bit since the review: it has a very
nice feel to it. it's almost like writing
with a piece of glass. this was the
pen i was missing from my
collection. i didn't expect a pen of
this quality from spectrasonics. i
have been a fan of the original
model for years and this one is
everything i wanted it to be and
more. the nib is extremely smooth
and the pen is really balanced. i
have no complaints about this pen.
i use my pen for everything from
notes to sketching and everything
in-between. it has a very nice feel. i
don't think i've had a pen that has
felt as good to use. it has this
springy feeling when you write with
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it and it's not too firm. i'm really
happy to have a stylus of this
caliber in my collection. arguably
the most innovative piece of audio
hardware ever made.
spectrasonics’ stylus rmx sage
expander is the perfect companion
for the roland spd-sx or spd-sd and
expands the functionality of both
instruments without any need for
additional hardware. utilising the
innovative dynamic stylus
expansion system, any note played
with any instrument or pedal will be
recorded and played back through
the audio path. this allows you to
use a variety of drum sounds and
tones with your roland spd-sx or
spd-sd and expand your tonal
palette. it’s the simplest way to
“put your whole band on the beat”.
with the roland spd-sx or spd-sd’s
built-in microphone, you can even
record your own drum solos.
spectrasonics’ stylus rmx sage
expander is an essential piece of
audio gear for any serious player or
studio. spectrasonics’ stylus rmx
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sage expander is available for the
roland spd-sx and spd-sd.
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These new features are all
exclusively for Stylus RMX, and
included as part of the new core
library upgrade. This means that

the new sounds in Stylus RMX offer
a much wider range of modern

musical genres than the original
Stylus. And unlike the other grooves
and drum kits in Stylus RMX, they

come with a huge range of
constantly evolving, and nearly
infinite variations of tempos and

beats. Spectrasonics has really tried
to push this envelope with Stylus
RMX, and we couldn't be happier

with the result! For musicians who
want a truly unique production
experience, Stylus RMX is more

than worth checking out. So, what
is Stylus RMX Xpanded then? Well,

it's essentially Stylus RMX with
Xpanded added. Xpanded is a

sound design product by
Spectrasonics that expands Stylus
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RMX by providing additional S&H
Session, Space Designer and Page

Designer libraries that are
completely compatible with Stylus

RMX, and are the very best
sounding loops, and additional
sounds and soundsets in their
categories. In fact, Stylus RMX
Xpanded contains more sounds
than Stylus RMX by itself. As a

result, there are even more ways to
manipulate and mix sounds and
grooves in Stylus RMX Xpanded.
Not only do you get access to the
new Stylus RMX Xpanded 7.4GB

sound library, Stylus RMX Xpanded
provides access to: Subsonic and
Electric House sounds The Space
Designer library was recorded at

Spectrasonics using specially
designed mics that can produce

extremely clean and detailed
sounds that are ideal for low-fi

environments, and tracks like this
often sound fantastic on

headphones. The Space Designer is
also ideal for making large, highly
natural sounding pads, or techno-
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inspired club sounds. With just a
few tweaks, the Space Designer is
able to produce a huge variety of
pads, pitched, swung or bowed

sounds. Other amazing samples in
the Space Designer include Bowed
Glides, Suspended Bells, Hip Hop

Swings and Bowed Bells.
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